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Callisto dons the bear-hood & looks at his ass
in the mirror. It’s a self-conscious joke
he’s prepared for no-one to get. They’ll just
think he’s cute with his tail & brown Speedo. 

He worries that Jupiter IV is stamped
on his forehead as he steps into the slick,
velvet of the room, sees his occasional
lover encircled with women on a leather couch.

Callisto finds the gin bucket, fists half
a grapefruit & crushes it into his mouth.
After the party, a couple people still lounging
stoned in the living room, Callisto watches Jupiter 

twirl on the pole, trickle to the floor & ooze up.
He cat-walks to Callisto & licks into his mouth.

Jupiter & Callisto
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 t  = a * i  +  b * s 

A child pokes a pin
through a cardboard box, drapes 
the opposite panel in white.
She is preparing.

In the days before my sister died,
she lied drugged, intubated
stuck somewhere behind watery
blue eyes. But we knew 
she was there.

The doctors shined 
a light into her, watched her pupils 
pin. We exhaled.

The safest way to view
an eclipse is through a tiny hole.
At the right second, an image
projects and we are saved
from direct sunlight. 

I was in Massachusetts again,
sleeping. My brother called, said
she was bleeding in her brain. 

Overnight, which cell 
let go first? At what exact moment
did the eclipse begin?

Eclipse
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It’s June when Triton bursts onto the stage
of Neptune’s tragedy. She’s living in her 
parents' crumbling basement, & he knows the words 
to “Oh, Comely,” can tune a guitar by ear. 

Nightly, Triton exits by the sliding 
glass door & treads the backyard after tucking 
Neptune in, naked & nodding out.
One night he winds his red Miata to the walking

bridge in New Hope the day before the full moon. 
Every spider from the woods adorned 
the trusses, fat rumps like grey pearls dripping from strands 
of glitter in the face of a moon with a sickle missing:

two blinks shy of tomorrow, Triton tried,
two drops out of the bucket of Neptune’s eyes.

Neptune & Triton
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